SAF Discussion Question 1-21-2016

Tier 1 Toolkit:
• How is a professional development grant defined?
• Research grants: OK to fund existing research efforts, or have to be additional?

Tier 2 Toolkit:
• How to ensure Tier 2 (purchasing grants) are not using student funds to pay for things state funds should pay for?
• Specify other purchasing categories?
• SAF pays for purchase only, or implementation too?
• Continue having SAF pay for one year of maintenance and replacement costs, proposer pays costs after?
• Student involvement/engagement/education outcomes for purchases? Or usage more important?
• Automatic Tier 3 if stakeholder(s), Project Owners needed?
• Desired Committee outcomes, reporting for Tier 2?
• SAF Coordinator required to meet with Tier 2 teams to help shape proposal (quality control)? Or just turn in?